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Abstract

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to investigate neuronal and vascular functional deficits in the

retina and their association in a diabetic mouse model. We measured electroretinography

(ERG) responses and choroidal and retinal blood flow (ChBF, RBF) with magnetic reso-

nance imaging (MRI) in healthy and diabetic mice under basal conditions and under hyper-

capnic challenge.

Methods

Ins2Akita diabetic (Diab, n = 8) and age-matched, wild-type C57BL/6J mice (Ctrl, n = 8) were

studied under room air and moderate hypercapnia (5% CO2). Dark-adapted ERG a-wave,

b-wave, and oscillatory potentials (OPs) were measured for a series of flashes. Regional

ChBF and RBF under air and hypercapnia were measured using MRI in the same mice.

Results

Under room air, Diab mice had compromised ERG b-wave and OPs (e.g., b-wave amplitude

was 422.2±10.7 μV in Diab vs. 600.1±13.9 μV in Ctrl, p < 0.001). Under hypercapnia, OPs

and b-wave amplitudes were significantly reduced in Diab (OPs by 30.3±3.0% in Diab vs.

-3.0±3.6% in Ctrl, b-wave by 17.9±1.4% in Diab vs. 1.3±0.5% in Ctrl). Both ChBF and RBF

had significant differences in regional blood flow, with Diab mice having substantially lower

blood flow in the nasal region (ChBF was 5.4±1.0 ml/g/min in Diab vs. 8.6±1.0 ml/g/min in

Ctrl, RBF was 0.91±0.10 ml/g/min in Diab vs. 1.52±0.24 ml/g/min in Ctrl). Under
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hypercapnia, ChBF increased in both Ctrl and Diab without significant group difference (31

±7% in Diab vs. 17±7% in Ctrl, p > 0.05), but an increase in RBF was not detected for either

group.

Conclusions

Inner retinal neuronal function and both retinal and choroidal blood flow were impaired in

Diab mice. Hypercapnia further compromised inner retinal neuronal function in diabetes,

while the blood flow response was not affected, suggesting that the diabetic retina has diffi-

culty adapting to metabolic challenges due to factors other than impaired blood flow

regulation.

Introduction

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is considered primarily a microvascular disease of the retina and is

clinically diagnosed and monitored based on visually apparent signs of vascular damage, such

as microaneurysms and cotton wool spots. Chronic hyperglycemia in diabetes injures retinal

microvascular endothelial cells, pericytes, and neurons [1,2]. The diabetic milieu (including,

for example, dyslipidemia, inflammatory activation, decreased insulin signaling, and hypergly-

cemia) causes metabolic disruption to which the retina incompletely adapts, leading to dys-

function of multiple cell types and affecting their interactions [3].

Increasing evidence from human [4] and animal models of DR [5] indicates that injury to

retinal neurons, in addition to microvascular dysfunction, plays a crucial role early in DR

pathology, prior to observable clinical manifestations. For example, recent reports in the Ins2A-

kita mouse, a model of type 1 diabetes that develops retinopathy [6], have shown that the b-

wave and oscillatory potentials (OPs) of the electroretinogram (ERG) are impaired after sev-

eral months of diabetes [7,8]. Further, we have shown that both visual function (the optoki-

netic tracking reflex) and ocular blood flow are impaired after several months of diabetes in

Ins2Akita mice, with the vascular deficit in the choroid detected earlier, consistent with the idea

that vascular disruption alters function early in the disease [9]. However, the association

between retinal and choroidal blood flow deficits and neuronal dysfunction in diabetes

remains relatively unexplored.

In the normal retina, vascular metabolic regulation couples blood flow to neuronal function

to provide sufficient support for the tissue’s metabolic demands, driven at least in part by CO2

produced as a metabolic by-product [2,10]. There are substantial differences in regulation of

retinal and choroidal blood flow [11]. The retinal vasculature is regulated locally by the meta-

bolic needs of the tissue it perfuses, while the choroid is not regulated by local metabolic needs,

as it is separated from the outer retina, the tissue that it nourishes. Oxygen inhalation decreases

retinal blood flow [12], while having no effect on choroidal blood flow [13,14]. Hypercapnia

increases blood flow in both the retina and choroid [13,15], while hypocapnia decreases blood

flow in both circulations [16]. Vascular regulation in the retina has been frequently studied

using hypercapnic challenge to induce vasodilation and increase blood flow independent of

neuronal stimulation [2,13,17,18]. Evidence indicates that vascular responses to metabolic

conditions in diabetic eyes are perturbed [2,19], and human diabetic patients reportedly have

reduced retinal vascular reactivity to CO2 inhalation [20]. While increased blood flow may

potentially improve retinal function in vascular diseases, hypercapnia has other physiological

effects on the retina, such as reducing pH, which may cause metabolic stress and compromise
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vision [21–23]. The ERG response can be reduced by hypercapnia in normal retinas

[22,24,25], while hypercapnia reduces contrast sensitivity in glaucoma patients but not normal

subjects [26]. However, the effects of hypercapnia on the function of the diabetic retina, in

which basal metabolism is already altered and vascular reactivity may be impaired, are

unknown.

The purpose of this study was to investigate neuronal and vascular functional deficits in the

retina and their association in the Ins2Akita mouse model of diabetes. We determined scotopic

ERG responses and used MRI to measure retinal blood flow (RBF) and choroidal blood flow

(ChBF) in normal and diabetic mice. Data were recorded under two conditions: when the ani-

mals were breathing normal room air and under hypercapnia (i.e., breathing air mixed to 5%

CO2). Our hypothesis was that ERG deficits in diabetic mice would be correlated to ocular

blood flow and that diabetic mice would have associated abnormal ERG and blood flow

responses to hypercapnia compared to normal mice. However, we found that while diabetic

mice had greater impairment of ERG parameters than control mice under hypercapnia, the

blood flow responses to hypercapnia in diabetic mice were similar to those in control mice.

Material and methods

Animals

Experiments were conducted on 8 months old, heterozygous male Ins2Akita diabetic mice

(Diab, n = 8) and age-matched, normal, C57BL/6J mice (Ctrl, n = 8) (Jackson Laboratory, Bar

Harbor, ME). ERG and MRI was performed on the same groups with ERG on all animals and

MRI on 7 Ctrl and 8 Diab. However, MRI for one Diab animal was excluded as the eye

appeared deflated on MRI with distorted retina, although the eye appeared normal under slit

lamp examination at the time of ERG. Animals were housed in our institutional animal facili-

ties in typical mouse cages under a 12/12 light/dark cycle and received a standard rodent diet

with 5.7% fat and 20% protein (Teklad LM-485; Harlan, Houston, TX). Lighting was from

overhead fluorescent bulbs typical of such facilities and reached approximately 20 Cd/m2

when measured with a photometric detector (UDT Instruments) facing the room from within

a mouse cage in the middle of a typical cage rack. After completion of studies, animals were

euthanized by CO2 followed by cervical dislocation. All test procedures were approved by

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Texas Health Science Cen-

ter at San Antonio.

Blood glucose determination

Non-fasting blood glucose was measured after 4.5 weeks of age [6] during daylight hours (typi-

cally during the first half of the light cycle) using a blood glucose meter (AlphaTrak; Abbott

Labs, Abbott Park, IL). Ins2Akita mice develop hyperglycemia around 4 weeks of age, with a

well-established sustained elevation of blood glucose and HbA1c up until at least 9 months of

age [6,7,27]. None of the Ctrl mice had glucose levels higher than 173 mg/dL; all Ins2Akita mice

had blood glucose values>250 mg/dL, a value which is generally considered to indicate diabe-

tes in rodents [28]. Because at the age of testing many Ins2Akita mice will have blood glucose

levels above the highest level accurately detected by the meter (600 mg/dL), we did not perform

correlations of any response values to blood glucose level.

Electroretinogram (ERG)

Following over-night dark adaptation, animals were initially anesthetized with 4% isoflurane

(Fluriso, VET One) and maintained at 1.5% delivered through a nose cone. Pupils were dilated
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with 1% tropicamide (Bausch + Lomb) and 2.5% phenylephrine (Paragon BioTeck). Eyes were

anesthetized using 0.5% proparacaine (Apexa) and lubricated with 0.5% carboxymethylcellu-

lose (Akorn). Binocular recordings were obtained using mouse ERG contact lens electrodes

(LKC Technologies) with needle electrodes (OcuScience) in the neck and the tail serving as

reference and ground, respectively. Dark-adapted, full-field ERGs were recorded (Espion Col-

orDome ganzfeld; Diagnosys, LLC) at a 1 kHz sampling rate and initially band-pass filtered at

0.3 to 300 Hz. Light stimuli consisted of 4 ms flashes ranging in scotopic (Sc) intensity from -4

to 0.8 log Sc Cd�s/m2. As flash intensities were increased, the inter-flash interval was also

increased, ranging from 2 to 10 seconds, and the number of traces recorded to obtain the aver-

age response was decreased from 10 to 3 [29,30]. Analysis of individual traces within each

stimulus intensity indicated that successive trials were similar in magnitude to initial ones.

Each animal’s body temperature was maintained at 37˚C using a thermostatically controlled

heating pad throughout the recordings, and all animals survived the procedure. For all ani-

mals, ERGs were recorded under two breathing conditions combined with isoflurane anesthe-

sia at a flow rate of 2 liters/minute: 1) normal room air (i.e., normal atmosphere of 21% O2,

78% N2, 0.03% CO2 mixed with isoflurane to 1.2–1.5%) and 2) moderate hypercapnia (i.e., 5%

CO2, 21% O2, 74% N2 (PraxAir, Inc.)) mixed with isoflurane to 1.2–1.5% in the same session.

Isoflurane was used to provide consistency between the ERG and MRI recording conditions.

Although different anesthetics can have differential effects on the ERG (isoflurane compared

to ketamine and xylazine mixtures, for example), isoflurane is reported to be a useful, consis-

tent alternative to other anesthetics for ERG recording [31]. Recordings under each breathing

condition were approximately 30 minutes long with 15 minutes of breathing the second gas

mixture occurring in the dark prior to initiation of the second set of ERG recordings. In both

Diab and Ctrl groups, about half of the animals were initially tested under regular room air fol-

lowed by hypercapnic condition and vice versa. Analysis of these two sub-groups showed that

the order of the testing conditions did not significantly impact the outcomes. All animals

underwent slit lamp examination after completion of ERG to observe for cataract and corneal

haze. Although occasionally individual animals showed mild corneal haze (grade 1–2), no ani-

mal developed significant cataract [32].

Choroidal and retinal blood flow determination using magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI)

All animals underwent continuous arterial spin labeling (ASL) MRI to measure blood flow in

the retina and choroid of the left eye within a week of ERG recordings. The ASL technique

uses arterial blood water as an endogenous tracer by magnetically labeling the water of inflow-

ing blood to a tissue, in this study at the heart/aorta, allowing for the calculation of volumetric

blood flow pixel-by-pixel in units of ml of blood / g of tissue / min [33–35]. MRI scanning and

analysis procedures of the retina followed methods described previously [9,36]. Animals were

initially anesthetized with 4% isoflurane and maintained using 1.2–1.5% during scanning.

Body temperature was maintained at 37˚C. Respiratory rate was monitored with a pneumatic

pressure sensor placed on the animal and was 80–110 breaths/min during anesthesia. The

background light level during MRI was estimated to be very dim scotopic. We were unable to

measure this directly due to incompatibility of the MR machine’s magnetic field with photo-

metric equipment. However, ambient light was only from an observation window from a con-

trol room to the room with the scanner, the window was off-axis to the bore of the scanner,

the mouse’s head was positioned approximately 75 cm deep into the bore with the mouse

inserted head-first using a cylindrical holder 2 cm in diameter, and 55 cm of that bore has a

diameter of 6 cm. In addition, the eye was surrounded by the coil during scanning. The mouse
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was wrapped in a paper towel as a blanket, and together with the mouse carrier and heating

pad, these items also substantially block light access into the bore. As in the ERG recordings,

MR scanning was performed under two breathing conditions, in normal room air and in mod-

erate hypercapnic conditions, with both including isoflurane as the anesthetic agent.

MRI scans were performed in a 7T magnet (Biospec; Bruker, Billerica, MA), using custom

eye and heart coils for MR imaging of blood flow using two-coil continuous ASL, with blood

labeled at the heart and detected as it perfuses the retina and choroid [37]. MR parameters

were as follows: gradient-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence with field of view = 0.6x0.6

cm, matrix = 144x144, 2/3 partial Fourier acquisition, zero-filled interpolation to 256x256,

400 μm coronal slice, 2 shots, labeling duration = 2.6s, post label delay = 350ms, repetition

time (TR) = 3s, and echo time (TE) = 9.8ms [9]. The imaging plane was positioned so as to

bisect the eye into superior and inferior segments. Images were acquired with frequency

encoding in the anteroposterior direction and with phase encoding in the left-right direction,

which was approximately perpendicular to the nasal retina (see Fig 4). Blood flow MR imaging

was performed for 5 min under air followed by 5 min under hypercapnia. After an interval of

5 min under air without scanning, blood flow MR imaging was performed again for 5 min

under air and 5 min under hypercapnia. This timing was based on similar timeframes previ-

ously used in humans and rodents to measure the vascular reactivity and blood flow of the reti-

nal and choroidal beds [16,38,39].

Data analysis

For both ERG and MRI, data from a single eye (left) of each animal was taken for analysis. ERG

amplitudes and implicit times (IT) for the a-wave, b-wave, and OPs were calculated for all flash

intensities. After OPs were removed by filtering (75 Hz low pass), a-wave amplitude was mea-

sured from baseline to the a-wave trough, and b-wave amplitude was measured from a-wave

trough to b-wave peak. IT was measured from stimulus onset to respective trough or peak. For

isolating OP responses for analysis, OPs were extracted with bandpass filtering from 75 to 300 Hz

[8,40]. Amplitudes and ITs for five individual OPs (OP1 to OP5) were measured. Summed

amplitude and IT for OPs were calculated [30]. Each animal’s b-wave intensity-response data

were fit with a Naka-Rushton function to calculate Vmax (maximum amplitude) (Fig 1C).

For MRI, images were acquired as time series and averaged off-line using custom MATLAB

routines. The retina was then flattened, motion correction was performed [36,41], and blood

flow (BF) was calculated. The peak retinal BF (RBF) and choroidal BF (ChBF) were taken

Fig 1. Examples of scotopic ERG waveforms recorded from a Ctrl mouse (A) and a Diab mouse (B) under regular room air condition (solid gray

lines) and under hypercapnia (dashed black lines) after a short flash of -0.1 log Sc Cd�s/m2. An example of ERG b-wave intensity-response from a

Ctrl mouse is shown with estimated Vmax from a Naka-Rushton fit (C).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259505.g001
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along the length of the retina and were averaged separately for the nasal and temporal regions

[9]. The averaged regions of the retina extended from the edge of the optic nerve head to about

1.0–1.3 mm on each side (i.e., nasal and temporal) [42].

An F-test to compare variances between the two groups was initially performed. For initial anal-

ysis of ERG and MRI BF data, linear mixed models were used to test for significant effects due to

group and breathing condition, including interaction term, and with the animal subject as a ran-

dom factor (SPSS 27; IBM). For MRI BF data, the retinal region (nasal or temporal) was also

included as a fixed factor, including interaction terms, to account for potential regional differences.

A p< 0.05 was considered significant. Post-hoc tests were also performed. A two-tailed paired t-

test was used to compare measures between air and hypercapnic conditions for each group of ani-

mals (Ctrl and Diab), and a two-tailed unpaired t-test (equal or unequal variances based on the F-

tests) was used to compare measures between Ctrl and Diab groups for each breathing condition,

air and hypercapnia (Excel, Microsoft). Following the advice of Armstrong 2014 [43], no correc-

tions for multiple t-test comparisons were made to α-values; instead, p values greater than 0.01 but

less than 0.05, which we interpret as marginally significant, are directly reported in Tables 2 and 3.

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) was used to determine whether a significant relationship existed

between ERG and BF measures.

Results

The basic physiological parameters of both groups of mice (Ctrl and Diab) are shown in

Table 1. Consistent with previous findings, Diab mice had significantly higher blood glucose

levels and lower body weight than age-matched Ctrl animals.

ERG responses while breathing regular room air revealed retinal deficits in

Diab mice

We recorded ERGs while mice breathed regular room air. Example ERG responses to a scoto-

pic flash from a Ctrl and a Diab mouse are shown in Fig 1A & 1B (solid traces, “Air” condi-

tion). The amplitudes and implicit times (IT) for the a-wave, b-wave, and OPs at stimulus

intensity of -0.1 log Sc Cd�s/m2 as well as the Vmax parameter (an estimate of amplitude at sat-

uration) of a Naka-Rushton fit of b-wave amplitude are summarized in Table 2 (mean ± SEM).

An example Naka-Rushton fit of Ctrl data is shown in Fig 1C. From the initial linear mixed

model analysis, there were significant differences between Diab and Ctrl, air and hypercapnia,

and the group�hypercapnia interaction for the ERG b-wave Vmax, b-wave amplitude and IT,

and the summed OPs amplitude and IT (p< 0.01), while there was a significant effect of

hypercapnia on the a-wave amplitude (p = 0.029) and a significant group difference of the a-

wave IT (p = 0.002).

While breathing room air, the inner retinal ERG responses were compromised in Diab ani-

mals. At a stimulus intensity of -0.1 log Sc Cd�s/m2, which elicited maximal responses in Ctrl

mice, both b-wave and OP responses showed significant reduction in amplitudes and delays in

Table 1. Physiological parameters in Ctrl and Diab animals (mean±SD).

Ctrl Diab

Age, months 8.3±0.5 8.2±0.6

Weight, g 32.0±3.5 23.7±1.4 a

Blood glucose, mg/dL 150.3±38.2 528.8±71.0 a

a: p<0.001 Diab vs. Ctrl.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259505.t001
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IT in Diab (b-wave amplitudes: 427.0 ± 12.9 μV in Diab vs 600.6 ± 12.9 in Ctrl, p< 0.001, b-

wave IT: 37.2 ± 0.4 ms in Diab vs 32.0 ± 0.5 ms in Ctrl, p< 0.001). The Vmax from Naka-

Rushton fits to the b-wave data was also significantly reduced in Diab compared to Ctrl mice

(422.2 ± 10.7 μV in Diab vs. 600.1 ± 13.9 μV in Ctrl, p< 0.001). Although a-wave responses

appeared slightly reduced and delayed in Diab, they did not differ significantly from Ctrl mice

under air (p> 0.1) (Table 2).

ERG responses during moderate hypercapnia revealed additional retinal

deficits in Diab mice

To determine whether Diab mice have an impaired response compared to Ctrl mice during a

metabolic challenge, we also recorded ERGs from Ctrl and Diab mice using the same stimulus

parameters but while the mice breathed 5% CO2, a moderate hypercapnic challenge. Example

ERG responses during air and hypercapnia from individual Ctrl and Diab mice are shown in

Fig 1A & 1B (dashed traces, hypercapnia condition). The results are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. ERG measures recorded in regular room air and in hypercapnia (mean±SEM).

Room Air Hypercapnia

Ctrl Diab Ctrl Diab

Amplitude (μV)

a-wave -218.5±16.6 -209.9±5.8 -203.5±7.7 -196.9±7.2 d

b-wave 600.6±12.9 427.0±12.9 a 592.4±11.2 c1 351.1±14.0 b, d

b-wave (Vmax fit) 600.1±13.9 422.2±10.7 a 587.3±10.4 c2 371.5±8.0 b, d

Summed OPs 424.8±30.6 242.3±10.4 a 433.9±28.5 168.9±10.3 b, d

Implicit time (ms)

a-wave 21.5±0.5 22.8±0.6 20.8±0.9 23.8±0.3 b1

b-wave 32.0±0.5 37.2±0.4 a 33.1±1.2 42.8±0.5 b, d

Summed OPs 147.3±5.6 165.5±1.8 a 151.8±5.3 181.6±1.5 b, d

Amplitudes and implicit times are from -0.1 log Sc Cd�s/m2 stimulus intensity.

a: p<0.01 for Ctrl vs. Diab in room air.

b: p<0.01 for Ctrl vs. Diab in hypercapnia

b1: p = 0.014.

c1: p = 0.026

c2: p = 0.044 for Ctrl room air vs. Ctrl hypercapnia.

d: p<0.01 for Diab room air vs. Diab hypercapnia.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259505.t002

Table 3. MRI BF measures from the nasal region recorded in regular room air and in hypercapnia (mean±SEM).

Room Air Hypercapnia

Ctrl Diab Ctrl Diab

ChBF (ml/g/min) 8.6±1.0 5.4±1.0 a1 10.1±1.2 c1 6.6±1.0 b1, d

RBF (ml/g/min) 1.52±0.24 0.91±0.10 a2 1.35±0.20 0.72±0.09 b2

a1: p = 0.048

a2: p = 0.037 for Ctrl vs. Diab in room air.

b1: p = 0.049

b2: p = 0.014 for Ctrl vs. Diab in hypercapnia.

c1: p = 0.029 for Ctrl room air vs. Ctrl hypercapnia.

d: p<0.01 for Diab room air vs. Diab hypercapnia.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259505.t003
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During hypercapnia in Ctrl mice, b-wave Vmax responses were only slightly reduced (by

2.0 ± 0.8%; p = 0.044) when compared to responses in room air. However, Diab mice showed

further compromise (by 11.8 ± 2.0%; p = 0.001) in b-wave Vmax response during hypercapnia

(Table 2 and Fig 2A and 2B). As shown in Fig 3, in which ERG values during hypercapnia are

normalized to responses during air breathing, in Diab mice, the b-wave and OP amplitudes

were significantly worse during hypercapnic challenge compared to values obtained under reg-

ular room air (for example, 17.9 ± 1.4% reduction in b-wave amplitude during hypercapnia in

Diab (p< 0.001) vs a 1.3 ± 0.5% reduction in Ctrl (p = 0.026)). Similarly, both b-wave and OP

implicit times were further delayed in Diab mice during hypercapnia (15.2 ± 1.8% longer delay

in b-wave IT in Diab (p< 0.001) vs insignificant 3.1 ± 2.3% longer delay in Ctrl (p = 0.20)).

Ctrl mice did not show any significant change in a-wave amplitude or IT during hypercapnia

(p> 0.05), suggesting that hypercapnia did not impair outer retinal function. However, while

Diab mice had no change in a-wave IT under hypercapnia (p = 0.17), their mean a-wave

amplitude was significantly reduced by hypercapnia (by 6.3 ± 1.8%; p = 0.009).

MRI while breathing regular room air showed reduced choroidal and

retinal blood flow in Diab mice

Example MRI images and blood flow map are shown from an individual mouse in Fig 4.

Group-mean ChBF and RBF under air and hypercapnia are plotted along the length of the ret-

ina in Fig 5. From this data, both RBF and ChBF appeared larger and showed large group dif-

ferences in the nasal region, while the BF in the temporal region tended to be lower with little

group difference, which could obscure the regional group difference if averaged together. Ini-

tial statistical analysis of these apparent regional differences, using a linear mixed model analy-

sis including region as a factor, supported this difference, with the region having a significant

Fig 2. Examples of ERG intensity-response series for b-wave amplitudes fit with a Naka-Rushton function from a Ctrl mouse (A) and Diab mouse

(B) under regular room air condition (black circles with solid line fit) and under hypercapnia (gray circles with dashed line fit). (Group means are

provided in Table 2).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259505.g002
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effect in ChBF (p< 0.001). The group�region interaction term also had a significant effect for

both ChBF (p = 0.002) and RBF (p< 0.001), indicating regional group differences. Hypercap-

nia had a significant effect of increasing ChBF (p = 0.005), with no significant interaction

Fig 3. Ratios of hypercapnia to air values of ERG b-wave and OP amplitudes (A) and implicit times (B) among Ctrl and Diab groups for a

stimulus intensity of -0.1 log Sc Cd�s/m2. Error bars show standard errors.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259505.g003

Fig 4. Example MRI blood flow map of a mouse eye (A) and corresponding anatomical EPI image (B). Retinal blood flow (RBF) and choroidal blood flow (ChBF)

are indicated. The regions from which blood flow were measured are indicated as the regions between the two green (nasal) or the two yellow (temporal)

arrowheads. The four bins from both regions from which data were averaged over for plotting in Fig 5 are indicated by red brackets. A: anterior, P: posterior, L: left,

R: right. The blood flow map is scaled from 0 to 7 ml/g/min.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259505.g004
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between group and the hypercapnia response for either ChBF or RBF (p> 0.05). This regional

difference could arise from physiological differences between regions or due to technical factors

from the MRI acquisition which may mask some temporal blood flow in the MRI sequence used

here (see Discussion). Given these regional differences, further BF data presented and analyzed

here used only the average nasal BF. ChBF and RBF from the nasal region in Ctrl and Diab mice

breathing regular room air and under hypercapnia are given in Table 3 (mean ± SEM). While

breathing room air, ChBF was reduced in Diab when compared to Ctrl mice by 38% (5.4 ± 1.0

ml/g/min in Diab vs. 8.6 ± 1.0 ml/g/min in Ctrl, p = 0.048). RBF was reduced in Diab by 40%

(0.91 ± 0.10 ml/g/min in Diab vs. 1.52 ± 0.24 ml/g/min in Ctrl, p = 0.037).

Choroidal blood flow increased during moderate hypercapnia in Ctrl and

Diab mice

To determine if diabetic Ins2Akita mice can increase blood flow similar to non-diabetic mice

during the metabolic challenge, we determined ocular blood flow using MRI during hypercap-

nia. Both Ctrl and Diab groups had significantly increased ChBF in the nasal regions during

hypercapnia (Table 3). Under hypercapnia, ChBF and RBF remained lower in Diab compared

to Ctrl mice (ChBF: 6.6 ± 1.0 ml/g/min in Diab vs. 10.1 ± 1.2 ml/g/min in Ctrl, p = 0.049; RBF:

0.72 ± 0.09 ml/g/min in Diab vs. 1.35 ± 0.20 ml/g/min in Ctrl, p = 0.014). As shown by blood

flow values during hypercapnia normalized to the regular room air value (Fig 6A), ChBF

increased by 17 ± 7% in Ctrl (p = 0.029) and by 31 ± 7% in Diab (p = 0.006). The extent of the

increase in ChBF was not significantly different between Diab and Ctrl groups (p = 0.22). A

significant change in RBF due to hypercapnia was not detected in either group (-3 ± 12% in

Ctrl and -16 ± 11% in Diab, p> 0.05 for both), and the RBF change was not significantly dif-

ferent between the two groups (p = 0.45) (Fig 6B; see Discussion).

Correlation of b-wave and blood flow deficits in Diab and Ctrl mice

To probe the relationship between blood flow and retinal neuronal performance in Ctrl and

Diab mouse eyes, we performed correlation analysis between ChBF and RBF with the ERG b-

Fig 5. Choroidal blood flow (ChBF) (A) and retinal blood flow (RBF) (B) plotted along the length of the retina for Ctrl and Diab mice under air and hypercapnia.

Blood flow data from each retinal region (nasal or temporal), which were taken pixel-by-pixel, were averaged over four bins in each region for this plot. Error bars show

standard errors.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259505.g005
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wave Vmax parameters (Fig 7). For both Ctrl and Diab in both breathing conditions (i.e.,

room air and hypercapnia), neither ChBF nor RBF showed significant correlation with ERG b-

wave Vmax (p> 0.05). The ChBF had a trend of weak to moderate correlation in Diab and

under hypercapnia (r = 0.36 to 0.54), while RBF had low correlation with b-wave Vmax for all

groups and conditions (r = 0.03 to 0.27).

Discussion

We found that diabetic Ins2Akita mice after 6–7 months of diabetes have reduced ERG b-wave

and OP amplitudes and delayed b-wave and OP implicit times compared to age-matched,

non-diabetic Ctrl mice, when breathing normal air. ChBF and RBF were also significantly

reduced in Diab mice. However, neither ChBF nor RBF were significantly correlated with

ERG b-wave Vmax in either Ctrl or Diab mice. Diabetes may disrupt the blood flow response

of the retina to metabolic challenges due to vascular cell injury, including injury to or loss of

Fig 6. Ratios of hypercapnia to air values of choroidal blood flow (ChBF) (A) and retinal blood flow (RBF) (B) from

the nasal region for Ctrl and Diab mice determined using MRI. Ratios were not significantly different between Ctrl

and Diab (n.s.). Error bars show standard errors.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259505.g006

Fig 7. Correlations between ERG b-wave Vmax with ChBF (A) or RBF (B) from the nasal region under regular room air and under hypercapnia for Ctrl and Diab

groups. The straight lines are fitted linear regression lines with R2 values shown.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259505.g007
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endothelial cells and pericytes [3]. Thus, we further tested the ERG and ocular blood flow

responses to metabolic challenge using moderate hypercapnic conditions (breathing 5% CO2

mixed with room air). Ctrl mice had only slight reduction of the b-wave amplitude and other-

wise maintained their ERG performance under hypercapnia, and their ChBF significantly

increased. In Diab mice, hypercapnia led to further deficits in all components of the ERG,

while the increase in ChBF was not significantly affected compared to Ctrl mice.

To examine whether the ERG deficits during moderate hypercapnia in the diabetic retina

are associated with the insufficiency of blood flow or blood flow response to hypercapnia, we

examined correlations between ERG parameters and ChBF and RBF. The ERG changes were

predominantly inner retinal because the b-wave and OP amplitudes were reduced. A previous

study using Ins2Akita mice reported a significantly reduced scotopic b-wave amplitude at 9 but

not 6 months of age [7]. The a-wave amplitude was also reported to be reduced at 9 months of

age but not 6 months [7], so it is possible the small changes we found in the a-wave response to

hypercapnia would become greater in older mice. While DR is traditionally considered a vas-

cular disease, neuronal damage may occur in the retina directly through factors such as hyper-

glycemia or hypoinsulemia [3], so it may be that the RBF, ChBF, and ERG b-wave/OPs are

independently affected by systemic factors and thus were not significantly correlated.

Retinal physiology and metabolism can be modulated in several ways, with various effects

on function of the healthy and diabetic retina. Breathing pure oxygen to increase blood oxy-

genation has been shown to improve vision and the ERG responses in diabetic patients

[44,45], so increasing ocular blood flow may also be expected to improve retinal function.

While experimental manipulations that affect blood flow can also affect ERG performance, the

direct functional connection remains unresolved. Retinal ischemia, which decreases ocular

blood flow, leads to significantly decreased ERG b-wave amplitude in normal rats, and reperfu-

sion after ischemia leads to recovery of the b-wave amplitude [46]. On the other hand, when

normal or diabetic rodents are treated with the nitric oxide synthase (NOS) inhibitor L-nitro-

arginine methyl ester (L-NAME), which decreases ocular blood flow but less severely than

experimental ischemia, the ERG remains unaffected [47–50].

Although hypercapnia increases ocular blood flow, it has been shown to significantly

decrease the ERG b-wave amplitude in normal cats [22,24] and dogs [25], likely due to plasma,

and thus retinal, acidosis. Ctrl mice here had only a small reduction of the b-wave amplitude

during hypercapnia. This could be due to differences in species, anesthesia, or severity of

hypercapnia. The Diab mice, however, had further ERG b-wave deficits under hypercapnia,

supporting the hypothesis that the diseased retinas are more sensitive to hypercapnic changes.

This finding is consistent with a study showing that hypercapnia decreased contrast sensitivity

in glaucoma patients but not in healthy humans [26]. It also remains unclear if the potential to

buffer or compensate for retinal acidotic changes is compromised in the visual system in dia-

betes. A recent study using the streptozotocin-induced diabetic rat showed that diabetes itself

induces retinal acidosis, but this was only consistently observed during early stages of the dis-

ease, while after 3 months of diabetes the retinal pH became more variable relative to healthy

eyes, possibly due to compensations that improve acid handling by the retina [51]. To address

this, future experiments could be aimed at inducing metabolic acidosis by dietary modifica-

tions such as addition of ammonium chloride to drinking water [52] and longitudinally track-

ing neuronal and vascular effects of chronic acidosis independent of hypercapnia in healthy

and diabetic eyes.

We have previously found that both ChBF and RBF are reduced in Diab mice compared to

Ctrl, with the ChBF deficit preceding functional optokinetic deficits [9], and other studies have

found reduced RBF in diabetic Ins2Akita mice using optical imaging methods [53,54]. RBF and

ChBF in nasal and temporal regions were significantly different and with large group
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differences only detected in the nasal region. These regional BF differences could potentially

arise from biological differences between regions and technical factors with the MRI protocol.

The retinal vasculature is different in nasal and temporal quadrants in foveated retinas, so RBF

might be expected to vary between regions, but mice lack a fovea, so it is unclear whether they

would have nasal-temporal BF differences in the retina or choroid. Technical factors include

the artifacts associated with EPI sequences which can affect the phase and frequency encoding

directions differently, such as low relative bandwidth and geometric distortion with phase

encoding or non-uniform ramp-sampling with frequency encoding. EPI is sensitive to mag-

netic inhomogeneity, which is relatively large in the orbit due to nearby air-tissue interfaces

and potentially from the surrounding large veins and fat in the orbit, which could lead to spa-

tially-localized artifacts. Future studies could explore alternative MRI sequences to investigate

the contribution of biological and technical factors to the regional differences found herein.

For example, turbo spin echo, which we have used for human ocular BF imaging [55,56], is

not susceptible to these spatial artifacts, albeit the signal to noise ratio can be notably lower,

affecting the ability to detect the normally low RBF. Other factors could have affected MRI

measurements of ocular blood flow. The reduced weight and body fat of the Diab mice could

potentially have affected labeling efficiency for ASL, but this would reduce the depth to the

heart in Diab which would be expected to improve labeling efficiency, giving higher blood

flow values. However, labeling efficiency was likely unaffected since the two-coil continuous

ASL used velocity-driven adiabatic inversion, which is insensitive to RF amplitude [57,58]. Iso-

flurane is a vasodilator which dose-dependently increases blood flow [59] and which may be

more potent in diabetes [60]. A higher sensitivity of Diab mice to isoflurane could possibly

cause a larger increase in basal blood flow relative to Ctrl mice; however, ChBF and RBF were

still significantly reduced in Diab mice in the nasal region, suggesting the effects of anesthesia

did not substantially affect the blood flow outcomes between groups. It is not clear why RBF is

not affected by hypercapnia while the ChBF increased. It is possible that the relatively low

basal blood flow signal in the retinal circulation made detection of blood flow changes more

difficult. Anesthetic effects of vasodilatory isoflurane could be another reason [61]. Human

studies did not use anesthesia, with RBF reported to increase due to hypercapnia [62] but to

decrease while breathing carbogen [17]. Previous animal studies used different preparations,

chloralose anesthesia (vasoconstrictive) or mechanically-ventilated isoflurane anesthesia, or

different hemodynamic measurements (blood volume) [15,18]. Studies under similar condi-

tions but with other methods to measure RBF or with other anesthetics are needed. In non-

diabetic C57BL6 mice, moderate hypercapnia does not significantly affect heart rate and signif-

icantly increases systolic blood pressure but only by a few percent [63,64]. Diabetic Ins2Akita

mice on the C57BL6 background breathing normal air have been reported to have a higher

systolic blood pressure than non-diabetic mice, ~9% at 6 months of age [65], but have also

been reported to have normal systolic function combined with diastolic dysfunction at 3 and 6

months of age [66]. Although we did not monitor blood pressure and heart rate during record-

ings, isoflurane anesthesia at the level used here is expected to have very little if any effect on

these parameters in the C57BL6 mouse [67]. Thus, while the published blood pressure

response to hypercapnia is quite consistent and relatively small across several strains of non-

diabetic mice, the blood pressure response of the diabetic Ins2Akita mouse to hypercapnia

remains unknown. While several confounding factors potentially affect ocular blood flow mea-

surements in diabetic animals, these findings in Diab mice suggest that future studies in

human diabetic patients should include not only measurements of blood flow and regulation

in the retina but in the choroid as well.

In summary, we found that diabetic Ins2Akita mice have significant deficits in retinal neuro-

nal function and choroidal and retinal blood flow and show further compromise in retinal
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neuronal function, but not blood flow, when exposed to the metabolic challenge of moderate

hypercapnia. While DR is traditionally considered a vascular disease, we did not find signifi-

cant correlation between retinal neuronal function with retinal or choroidal blood flow, sug-

gesting that neuronal and vascular damage may occur independently in the retina directly

through systemic factors such as hyperglycemia or hypoinsulemia. Our results support the

idea that the diabetic retina has difficulty adapting to metabolic challenges due to factors other

than impaired blood flow regulation.
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